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Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Sun. 19 Dec. 2021

The Greatest Military Operation the World Has Ever Known Was Underway
Trust The Plan …Q

The Switch = Project Odin Engine Turned On = Transfer of Wealth
Those assets stay at 0 to get more of you in before The Switch.
You have it all.
You are prepared.
God Bless.
Roger 10 4. …Whiplash347
Judy Note: The US was functioning under Martial Law, making Mass Arrests of corrupt and Satan worshipping global and political elites and holding their Military Tribunals at the US Capitol and at GITMO. With US Inc. officially bankrupt as of Wed. 15 Dec. 2021 under an artificially held up Stock Market, a Global Currency Reset has begun that would conclude at any time – all of which would be exposed by an about-to-be-released-across-the-globe Emergency Broadcast System using the new Starlink Satellite System takeover of a corrupt Mass Media.

Sat. 18 Dec. MarkZ: “I spoke with 3 different contacts at Redemption Centers today and they are fully staffed. They said it’s very festive today. They are not anticipating any redemption today and tomorrow but are staffed making preparations. They were hoping they were going to busy this weekend seeing people, but today they are doing clerical stuff, making certain they are ready. They anticipate our release before the holidays. Even though the holiday season is important to many of us around the world, I believe the RC people will only take a day or two off and keep exchanges running. Whales are still sitting where they need to be. Everyone is very festive. Everyone seems to be in a long-stretched out holiday party waiting to exchange.

A. What We Think We Know as of Sat. 18 Dec. 2021:

In Jan. 2016 right before Trump was inaugurated as the 45th US President he paid a visit to CIA Headquarters and declared a war on Human/Child Sex Trafficking.

Within weeks Trump hired US Attorney General from Utah John Huber and 274 investigators to look into crimes of political and global elites who for the most part were pedophiles who had hijacked our global monetary system and practiced child sacrifice to honor their God Satan.

Since Nov. 3 2020 after the US Military finished counting official Watermarked Ballots of the 2020 Election and found that Trump had won by an over 80% vote, the US has been functioning under Martial Law. What you see in the Mainstream Media was a scripted play acted out to catch the bad guys in their Crimes Against Humanity.

Huber and company have filed over 500,000 sealed indictments in federal courts across the nation. In Jan. 2021 Mass arrests on those indictments began not only in the US, but across the world using military resources of the Global Alliance.

Since Jan. 2021 there has been a 30 foot fence present around the US Capitol, with the Alliance doing Mass Arrests of global and political elites and holding their Military Tribunals there and at GITMO.

On December 6 2021, a lawsuit was filed with the International Criminal Court accusing Global Elites of various violations of the Nuremberg Code, Crimes Against Humanity, War Crimes and Crimes of Aggression.

As of Wed. Midnight 15 Dec. 2021 US Inc. was officially bankrupt and according to Supreme Court Justice Thomas, no longer existed, thus reversing the 1871 Act of England, allowing the US to go from Maritime Law to 1776 Law, and the Global Currency Reset of 209 nations to be fully implemented.

The US has officially clarified that “NO” US combat forces were left in Iraq as of Fri. 17 Dec. Yes, that would be so the RV could start. That started in Iraq. RV = Revaluation of All Currencies on PLANET EARTH.” …Whiplash347
“The Military was the only way because the world was connected. Most won’t understand what’s happening till the dust settled, the worldwide operations were completed and Mass Arrests took place during and after the staged planned Event.” … The Storm Rider

**Ten countries** will be controlling the Emergency Broadcast System. Many different languages will be needed. It was ready to go. …Whiplash347 on **Sat. 18 Dec. 2021**

Dec. 22 Feast Day Winter Solstice and Dec. 24 High Grand Climax Da Meur Demon Revels were the next major Satanic Holidays. Global and political elites across the world celebrated these holidays with sexual orgies and blood sacrifices of male and/or female victims of any age. **Dec. 24** was the date for torture and sacrifice of a male baby and his mother in a Nativity Scene. For the sake of the child and teenage victims please be aware of and report any Satanic activities in your neighborhood.

**B. Situation Updates:**

- **MILITARY TRIBUNALS ARE COMING! Nuremberg 2.0 & ‘Sacrifice Of The October Horse’, This is How Their Story Ends! Special Segments By David Icke, Greg Reese, Must See Video! | Politics | Before It’s News (beforeitsnews.com)
- **Fri. 17 Dec. Update Report:** The Removal/Arrest of The Supreme Court Justices Will Trigger The Event- Wikileaks Files Now Online!- Joe Rogan Joins The Fight!- State Of The Union- Latest Real News | Beyond Science | Before It’s News (beforeitsnews.com)
- **Fri. 17 Dec. Update:** https://rumble.com/vqym8c-situation-update-121721.html
- **Sat. 18 Dec. Situation Update:** SITUATION UPDATE 12/18/21 (rumble.com)
- **Sat. 18 Dec. Update Report:** Tribunals at GITMO and US Capitol DC- Stock Market To Be Taken Out With Precision Cyber- 14 Members of Congress Accused- Deep State Delaying The Inevitable- | Beyond Science | Before It’s News (beforeitsnews.com)

**C. The Real News for Sat. 18 Dec. 2021:**

Emergency Broadcast System Activation Imminent?

- **Whiplash347: Seems like EBS imminent to me, here’s why:** 17th day today and 120 days from Easter (GESARA); [D5] on Julian calendar tomorrow 18th Dec (six o clock can be dangerous- London bridge down tomorrow?) to bring in 3 day event, plus it’s also a full moon tomorrow 18th, then 12/21 star gate so close (3 day event would end on 12/21 by this timeline 19-21). 12/21 on Creator’s calendar is 12/17 –Q Q- Quelle /Source, Trump’s 1221 EO too, so then ten days disclosure? Heightened consciousness from star-gate? Is it time for remember the 5th November (11/5 5.11-EBS). Both The End and The Beginning. As 10 days would take us to The End of 2021 and beginning of the new year 2022 (222) Angel number= New Beginnings
• **Australia:** On Fri. 17 Dec. the Australian Supreme and County Court, Victoria Police Headquarters and Governor General were served notice of eviction and asked to step aside. The Victorian police had to comply as they know this was the law. Also the sheriff was issuing warrants on Sat. 18 Dec. for arrests of major leaders, politicians and bureaucrats. The Deep State was about to be removed. The Victorian Police let Lynn Bennetts post the Lawful Sanctioned Moratorium Trespass Notice on the Victorian Parliament. [https://www.facebook.com/graeme.little.9849/videos/5262382450455876](https://www.facebook.com/graeme.little.9849/videos/5262382450455876)

• **Dutch government** is announcing is hard lockdown starts on Sunday.

### NESARA/GESARA Implementation?

- **Whiplash347:** Ladies & Gentlemen I have had countless people in the last 3 days show & tell me Credit Cards debts are being wiped.
- **Tara Bertrang:** So I am a believer. I have trusted the plan but I won’t lie it’s been rough the last 6/8 months for my little family. I’ve been trying to stay positive and just tune in to myself, humanity and nature. I literally just checked my account for my auto loan and it literally says my balance is $0.00. “Someone” made a payment 12/15/2021 and paid in full.

### Misc. Real News:

- **Obama fake birth certificate analysis complete document:** [https://drive.google.com/file/d/12k140JJoFqsMe5pVbfECXFYgS1VEElYp/view?usp=drivesdk](https://drive.google.com/file/d/12k140JJoFqsMe5pVbfECXFYgS1VEElYp/view?usp=drivesdk)
- **Texas has officially started building its own border wall.** Biden allows open border policies and refuses to enforce laws passed by Congress to secure the border and enforce immigration laws. The Texas government is set to sign a contract with private firms to build hundreds of miles of wall along the state’s border with Mexico, continuing a federal project begun under President Donald Trump. The plan is to build an additional 700 miles of wall. Texas is stepping up to do the federal government’s job.
- **Multiple New York Democratic Lawmakers Busted for Cocaine in Past Two Years:** [https://newsyoucantrust.me/3p6L8CP](https://newsyoucantrust.me/3p6L8CP)

### International Child Sex Trafficking:

- [Torture of Children by the US Government | Celebrities | Before It’s News](beforeitsnews.com)
- **1,600 suspects in sting op** on online chat groups where child porn & zoophilia materials were distributed: [https://www.rt.com/news/530153-german-police-sting-child-pornography/](https://www.rt.com/news/530153-german-police-sting-child-pornography/)

### Food, Fuel and Goods Shortages:

- **Stock up on MILK & GAS** as the dollar’s going to TANK, crypto guru warns. Americans have been warned to stock up on essentials such as gas and milk NOW before a predicted dollar crash in 2022 by Jesse Powell, CEO of the Kraken crypto exchange. (Bloomberg) Powell also foresees Bitcoin sinking to below $40k – having earlier this year predicted a
$100k+ price – and suggests paying tuition and healthcare fees in advance because he also believes “there will be a jubilee at some point” for investors, who he hinted could make a killing by loading up on dollar debt.

- **China’s property distress sours steel sector in warning sign for economy:**

**Wars and Rumors of Wars:**

- **Biden plans to consider Russia’s Demands to pull all NATO & US troops** out of Former USSR countries. The decision could be announced as soon as next week.
- **Special Forces** already in Ukraine.
- It is being reported that Russia “has begun to move Tor short-range surface-to-air missile systems to the border area with Ukraine.” Ukraine has shocked the world by opening up the bomb shelters in Kiev. Ukraine has opened bomb shelters in the capital of the nation as fears of a Russian invasion soar. On Wednesday a Ukrainian minister and former top spy warned the conflict could spread globally. Banks in Belarus are preparing to switch to Russia’s version of SWIFT due to imminent sanctions by the west. Belarusian banks are preparing for tougher Western sanctions by signing up to Russia’s alternative to the SWIFT, the international financial messaging network that underpins the global banking system, Russia’s Moskovsky Komsomolets tabloid has reported. ABC’s Martha Raddatz is reporting that after Joe Biden’s recent call with Vladimir Putin, the Russians moved an additional 10,000 troops to the border with Ukraine.

**Global Financial Crisis:**

- **A Devastating Stock Market Crash Is Here: Tech Bubble Burst Push Stocks To Drop By 80 Percent:** [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t8RfhXOcfXk](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t8RfhXOcfXk)
- **CHINA (Evergrande) defaults on 82.5 million$$ interest** that is part of the larger half trillion debt that is mostly real estate that is 30% of China’s GDP. CHINA will default and S&P just dumped the Chinese property giant into default. The world economies will be shaken. Rockefellers/ Rothschilds Banks in China connected to world banks (GPMB World Money laundering scam). The half Trillion Chinese Default fallout is 10× worse in trading and banking numbers as ELITES and brokers/World trading corporations began to steal more money to cover debts (they don’t want to lose or use their own money so they steal honest investors$$ and create inflation, create a bubble, and then bet against the system and help bring down the market by first busting the bubble then stealing homes and assets from hard working families. Collapse like 2008, then create wars means money.
- **Evergrande Shareholder Privatization Plan Collapses** as Investors REVOLT (Bloomberg). Chinese Estates Holdings Ltd., a major stakeholder in embattled developer China Evergrande, said Friday its plans to go private had fallen through as its shareholders had rejected the offer.
• **Chinese local govts slash salaries** amid growing debt crisis (Epoch Times). At least five Chinese provinces have reportedly drastically cut public sector salaries of between 20-30% with some offering no warning or explanation.

• **Stock Drop: Banks on slide, J & J shares fall** after CDC flags blood clot concerns. Johnson & Johnson’s shares have dropped over 2% on the back of the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention recommending Moderna and Pfizer jabs instead. Strangely, Pfizer was down too. It follows the CDC confirming 54 cases of blood clots developing after the J & J shot. Moderna shares gained almost 3%. Elsewhere, financial stocks continued to feel the omicron shock. Wells Fargo and Goldman Sachs slid 3.9%. Morgan Stanley lost more than 3%, and JPMorgan roughly 2.4%.

• **What Do They Know? Insiders Are Dumping Stocks** At The Fastest Pace In History: [https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/what-do-they-know-insiders-are-dumping-stocks-fastest-pace-history](https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/what-do-they-know-insiders-are-dumping-stocks-fastest-pace-history)

• **They found $43 Quintrillion Dollars under the 150 mile long tunnel Vatican**

---

Covid/Vax Hoax:

• **On Fri. 17 Dec.** there were large Freedom and Mandate Protests in Glasgow Scotland, Vienna, London, Melbourne and Cardiff Australia, Bournemouth, Malmo Sweden, France, Genoa and Turin Italy, Austria, Luxembourg, Turku Finland, Paris France, Israel, Hamburg and Cottbus Germany, Barcelona Spain, Denmark and many other European countries.


• **The FDA will allow** abortion pills to be obtained through the mail permanently. God forbid you import Ivermectin though, the FDA will detain your package.


• **In 1996** Pfizer prescribed an experimental drug in clinical trials to 200 children in Nigeria, without informing parents that their children were the subjects of the experiment. 11 children died, many others suffered from side effects.


• **In 2004** Pfizer agreed to plead guilty to two felonies and paid $430 million in fines to settle charges that it fraudulently promoted the drug Neurontin for unauthorized use.

• **In 2008** “Experts concluded that Pfizer manipulated research” by delaying the publication of negative studies, distorted negative data to present them in a more positive light, and controlled the flow of clinical trial data. [https://web.archive.org/web/20210520230550/https://www.nytimes.com/2008/10/08/health/research/08drug.html](https://web.archive.org/web/20210520230550/https://www.nytimes.com/2008/10/08/health/research/08drug.html)

• **In 2009** Pfizer paid $750 million to settle 35,000 complaints that its drug Rezulin caused 63 deaths and thousands of cases of liver failure. As a result, the drug Rezulin was completely withdrawn. [https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-2001-dec-22-mn-17267-story.html](https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-2001-dec-22-mn-17267-story.html)

• “22,060 cases of eye diseases were registered as adverse reactions to injections of the Covid-19 vaccine, 461 of them – complete blindness. Now “fact checkers” together with the authorities are trying to hide this data and declare it unreliable. Their argument is that “just because someone reports an event after vaccination doesn’t necessarily mean it happened because of the vaccine.” Also, as of December 8, on December 21, the MHRA received 652 reports of stroke due to Pfizer mRNA injection, which is currently the main booster injection administered to Britons. These reports include 14 reports of subarachnoid hemorrhage, which is an extremely rare type of stroke, 48 reports of cerebral hemorrhage, 55 reports of ischemic stroke, and 414 reports of cerebral circulatory disorders. Unfortunately, these 652 registered strokes resulted in 47 deaths.” [https://dailyexpose.uk/2021/12/17/people-going-blind-after-getting-covid-vaccine/](https://dailyexpose.uk/2021/12/17/people-going-blind-after-getting-covid-vaccine/)

• **mRNA vaccines have never been used on humans before.** That, by very definition, is “human experimentation” #NurembergCode: Article 6, Sections 1 and 3. Vaccinations forced BY ANY MEANS, INCLUDING TAKING RIGHTS FROM PEOPLE, are 100% in violation of the Nuremberg Code. Threatening people with restrictions for not taking the vaccine is force by coercion!

**Tesla Free Energy:**

• **Our experts in this industry have devised a new ultimate decision for energy problems all over the planet.** Our brightest minds devised a method of extracting power from the world’s Aether in order to generate endless and, more importantly, extremely cheap energy. For many years, the government kept its potential hidden, but now we are full of lies and want to share it with the entire world. The Aether of the World is the most powerful energy reservoir in the cosmos, capable of powering all of the mechanisms that surround us. To put it another way, it’s the medium through which light travels. Its multitasking capabilities makes it the ideal and most creative solution to the world’s energy problems.

**Software Breaches, Hackers:**

• **Singapore declares CODE RED** on Log4j software security bug. The Cybersecurity Agency of Singapore (CSA) has held two emergency meetings with govt agencies for telecoms, banking among others and declared a code red alert over a major software breach.

• **Joker Malware found in half a MILLION Google Play Store Downloads.** The so-called “Joker” malware has been found lurking in the Color Message app, which Techspot reports has been downloaded at least 500,000 times. Once it infects a device, its goal is to subscribe victims to premium services by simulating clicks and intercepting texts. It also steals content, contact lists and device information.

**D. News Events for Fri. 17 Dec. 2021:**

• A small study of seven Covid-19 cases in South Africa shows that Omicron can break through booster vaccine vaccinations, one of the scientists involved in the study said on Thursday – Reuters
• The parent company of Facebook Meta said that the Israeli firm Black Cube used fake names posing as students, human rights activists and TV producers to arrange calls to its targets and obtain personal email addresses.

• The U.S. Department of Justice has asked the Supreme Court to reinstate the federal mandate to vaccinate some healthcare workers across the country.

  • Authorities investigating the fatal shooting of Alec Baldwin on set have requested a search warrant to obtain the actor’s mobile phone.

  • Fauci says that not all Covid-19 tests detect omicron, adding even more confusion to the holiday season.

• The US accuses Chinese technology firms, research institutes of using biotechnologies, creating “weapons to control the brain” – ABC News

• North Korea prohibits laughing for 11 days in connection with the 10th anniversary of the death of the father of Supreme Leader Kim Jong-un, Kim Jong-il.

• Several vaccinated BuzzFeed employees were found to have Covid-19 after a holiday party in New York, despite the requirements regarding masks and the use of vaccination passports for entry.

• The US has blacklisted eight Chinese companies, including DJI, the world’s largest manufacturer of commercial drones, for helping to monitor Uighurs in Xinjiang, China.

• Biden administration health officials are privately warning test manufacturers and laboratories that demand for Covid-19 tests could double or even triple over the next two months due to a sharp increase in Omicron cases nationwide.

• The Covid-19 vaccine may become mandatory in France, President Macron said.

• Omicron-the coronavirus strain is spreading at an extremely high rate. The number of cases of infection doubles every two to three days. This was stated by the special envoy of the World Health Organization for Covid-19, David Nabarro, on the Sky News channel.

• NATO calls on Russia to urgently de-escalate the conflict on the border with Ukraine.

  • The US FDA has allowed to receive abortion pills by mail on a permanent basis, canceling the requirements for issuance at the clinic.

  • British Prime Minister Boris Johnson is accused of attending another party in violation of the blocking rules, just days after he warned Britons about increasing fines for violating social distancing rules in May.

  • Europe is facing a difficult winter, as disruptions in the operation of a nuclear power plant in France have put the continent’s energy market at a turning point – Bloomberg

• The State Duma of Russia approves the use of vaccine passports (QR codes) with a result of 329-87 votes in the first reading.

**E. The Q Team** is a union of 17 countries that now have 140 countries. Chess figures moving on site aren’t just the field military, boots on Earth, but the military controls the spread of Stellar and QFS, Space Force, plus military intelligence in Arizona. Wars are won and lost to the one who controls the sky. The new global Alliance, also called White Hats, include the following 17 countries: Australia, France, Hungary, Germany, Poland, Romania, Spain, Netherlands, Norway,
Russia, Finland, Sweden, Denmark, Croatia, Canada, North Korea and The USA. The Supreme Commander of the Alliance is President Donald Trump. The largest military operation in the history of the planet is conducted throughout the planet. We don’t even have the slightest idea what’s going on behind the scenes right now. The war with evil is ten times greater than the Second World War. The only way was the military. Finally the good ones win! We are required to maintain the line and positive energy of prayer.

**F. How PCR tests caused the fake whooping cough pandemic in 2006.**

At that time, it went unnoticed by most people, but 15 years ago there was an epidemic of whooping cough, but the only problem is that it did not actually happen, because the “pandemic” was the result of false PCR testing. The same fraudulent tests that are used today to detect the Chinese Coronavirus Covid-19 were also used in 2006 to detect the epidemic of fake whooping cough, which frightened many medical workers, forcing them to panic and inject vaccines to people.

The New York Times reported that about 1,000 medical workers at a hospital in Lebanon, New Hampshire, tested positive for PCR, resulting in being fired from their jobs. They were injected with antibiotics and chemicals, but eight months later everything was revealed.

“… Medical workers were stunned to receive an email from the hospital administration saying that it was all a false alarm,” the Times reported in 2007 about the unpleasant incident.

“Not a single case of whooping cough has been confirmed by a definitive test for growing the bacterium Bordetella pertussis in the laboratory. On the contrary, it seems that the medical workers probably suffered from common respiratory diseases such as colds.”

How could it happen that people were mistakenly diagnosed with whooping cough when in fact they only had a cold? The answer is simple: PCR tests are inaccurate and their results can be easily manipulated to push society to the right narrative.

The only thing PCR tests do is increase the DNA particles in the sample until they become visible. Depending on how they are calibrated, they can pick up almost anything, even non-existent ones.

“The increase in PCR is measured by the number of cycles required for DNA to become visible. The number of cycles, known as the cycle threshold (Ct) or quantification cycle number (Cq), means that the greater the number of cycles, the smaller the amount of DNA in the sample,” explains the Brownstone Institute.

Another thing to consider is the fact that Carey Mallis, the man who created the PCR test and won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry back in 1993, said that PCR tests cannot be used to detect diseases. [https://principia-scientific.com/how-pcr-tests-caused-the-fake-whooping-cough-pandemic-of-2006/](https://principia-scientific.com/how-pcr-tests-caused-the-fake-whooping-cough-pandemic-of-2006/)

**G. Trump Road Trip with Melania in the RV** was code for us. Best currencies to buy are Vietnamese Dong, Iraqi Dinar & 2008 “AA” Trillion Dollar Note. Maybe people here who hold Zimbabwean “AA” 2008 Trillion Dollar Notes, Iraqi Dinar or Vietnamese Dong can explain this. Every currency in the World is Revaluing to Even. = Even Playing Field. POTUS said that the US has lots of Dinar, “We have $35 Billion worth of their money right now sitting in an account”: [https://youtu.be/0jLmrUlX0M](https://youtu.be/0jLmrUlX0M) [https://youtu.be/nFD4jKTwJnI](https://youtu.be/nFD4jKTwJnI)

**H. History, Whiplash347:**
WhipLash347: Just before I started on Facebook January 1 2020 I told them that the Queen was dead & the Royal Family was dissolved but they didn’t know it just yet. [OPERATION LONDON BRIDGE] November 28 2019 – December 5 2019. [D5] Attack on Bridge. Narwhal Tusk. Here we are. It’s like Home & Away waiting for the tape to roll out. Feb/March 2019 The UK Royals had their powers stripped. Middle of the year The 1871 Act of England was reversed November 28 The day the Queen went to hospital all Royal Assets were seized. This means the whole Commonwealth & Gold etc. The following day was Operation London Bridge. See Attack on the bridge. Narwhal Tusk = Prince Of Wales. https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2017/mar/16/what-happens-when-queen-elizabeth-dies-london-bridge

November 28 2019 Queen went to hospital. November 29 was the Terror Attack on the bridge Operation London Bridge? 7 to 9 Operation planned for the Queen’s death. A prisoner on Day of Release. 3 Separate Weapons used. A Narwhal Tusk = Prince of Wales. December 5 released from Hospital. Photos taken looked very much like a body double/CGI in the back of the Car.


So I started on January 1st 2020. I have been posting these in groups ever since the Fake Kobe crash. I covered Saudi Arabia 2017, NK, UK Royals, Operation London Bridge, Operation Defender Europe, See Vatican Raids, Vatican Mafia shootout, Roman Empire Deaths, Jesuits, Popes Cardinals, Bishops, European Royal Deaths, Central Banks with Rona’ Rothschilds, Government/Politicians all over the World. Hollywood/Sports Stars Corona/ Rommel Deaths & Serious Injuries, ie Simon Cowell broke his back (NOT) The lockdowns as they began hence my January write ups. The minor week Stock Market Collapse done by Trump/Vlad & King Salman to remove the Rockefellers which lead to the merging of Treasury & Federal Reserve. Major arrests Golden Crescent/Triangle & much more.

How many times has the Pope said they are going broke? Lin Wood brought it up too.

Everything has been seized and taken from there. New complete bibles have and are being made. 777 books that were stolen from humanity and stored under the Vatican along with all the Precious Metals. What is the Head Of The Snake? Vatican False Prophet? Vatican – Jesuits/ Popes AntiChrist = Zion. The ones who hate Jesus. Anti God. The ones who love Moloch the Transgender Goat. See Alister Crowley. The Vatican Raids started in Mid 2019 and 50,000 Troops descended on Rome on St Patricks Day 2020. What did St Patrick do? He chased the Snakes away. The Russian Spetznaz played a big part. How did Q know 2/3 years before that the Black Pope Superior General would die in May? – written down as dead May 2020 in Tokyo. Why were there so many deaths in Rome at the start of Corona or Operation Defender Europe? You saw the military there with assembled Coffins in the streets. Yes there was a big shootout with Mafias etc. You seen all the Cardinals/Bishops etc die in this period last year. You seen all the European Royal Rona deaths too. Just to confuse you they did the same thing in Brazil with Military & coffins but they were empty coffins. You saw the IRON BRIDGE in Rome burn down & collapse on the same day as Julius Caesar (October 3rd).
And yes in 2017 the White Hats learnt that the 13 Controlling families had met in Venice. They took the opportunity and got rid of them. Who then raided the Vatican 2019/2020 – Russian Spetznaz – Payback. Who raided Cern March to May 2020 – when Charles De Gaulle returned from the Pacific? – French Foreign Legion. I’m sure some special things will come out later about this French/US History.


Find the first 2 Raids in 2019 on the Vatican. You can google this. Find all the deaths from there. This is why Rome had the most deaths at the start: Black Pope, Bishops/Cardinals. The White Pope is a Hologram. 50,000 + Troops descending on Rome March 17 2020 when Rona kicked off. Army vehicles in the streets, coffins. They shot all the Vatican Mafia. They chased the snakes away. The Spetznaz has also raided.

The Vatican Raids that started in mid 2019 was a pre cursor to Operation Defender Europe March 17 2020 where 50k troops descended on Rome & a shootout began with Vatican Mafia’s. That is why the El Rona Count was kinda high in Italy at the start. Remember when Q said the Pope will have a Bad May. Was referring to the BLACK POPE “ANNOUNCED” DEAD in May 2020. Find that Q Post it was way before death. The Jesuit Superior General, the leader of the Illuminati.


Even some European Central bankers got Rona’d in Operation Defender Europe. Tanks rocked up on Dutch Royals & Bilderbergs too. Body doubles & prosthetic masks everywhere. They cancelled their Annual NWO order meeting.

Julian Assange is DJT’s Cousin so don’t freak out. He is going home to the USA. He has been in Australia in the program.

The Event should be about 3 days based on Bay Of Pigs. Then 10 day shutdown of Earth and Activation of Military EBS to TVs & Radio’s WorldWide. At the same time all Governments Worldwide will be stood down as well as further arrests. We will then be having GESARA Blockchain Elections. We will be having govts 10% the size of what they are currently with all new people.

QUANTUM GESARA aka TRUMPSARA. Quantum Financial System, Quantum Voting System, Quantum Healing, Quantum Physics. Quantum Internet. Everything is going Quantum. Nesara states Rainbow “Treasury” Notes backed by precious metals. Adding Quantum Starlink & ISO20022 Internationally Regulated USA Coins also backed by metals. QVS – Blockchain no longer like the way we do it. Quantum Internet: The Internet is Rebooted. No more Microsoft. Everything wiped. The current internet is Operation Mockingbird. Same as TV, Newspapers etc. Will not be anywhere near the same. One news channel etc. All media/papers is owned by the Mossad…all being removed. All Private Intelligence owned by the UK Royals to be removed. No
more Mossad, 5 eyes, CIA etc. Only intelligence will be Military Intelligence. MOAB = Global Currency Reset (1950’s) + Precious Metal Standard + Quantum Gesara + DECLAS of Everything on Earth. See President Trump’s E.O on absolutely everything Declassified by August 1. Think [LOGICALLY] CHAPTER 11. (FOLLOW THE PEN). Bankruptcy of City Of London, Vatican & Washington D.C (Biggest Trump Card next to Space Force). They told you last week on same day Pope (God Father 3) will die soon & the Queen will be mauled by Wolves. I told you and showed you EAM LOYALISTS will lose the plot because her death will not be normal. Think Aircraft crashes, Think Poseidon in the Subs still missing, Think Checkmate Jet. Starts in London, Blame Russia. Biden Admin are illegal but after DEFAULT they defiantly are. Trump comes back as 19th President, not 45th. Act of England 1871 Reversal. Nothing was meant to happen naturally in current court/justice system. [1776 – Castle Rock] XRP SEC Sunshine Act Delta same day as DEFAULT day.

**What happens when the Queen dies?** Social Media Blackout: 3 days of no work + 10 days of mourning. What about the Bombings, Buildings Leylines, Pharma Labs, Dams etc? 3 Days Bay Of Pigs 10 Disclosure + further arrests. Humpty Dumpty means this taken down so they can NEVER EVER come back. They are bombing Labs, Oil Refineries etc already. It’s not for show. EBS is connected to Quantum Starlink Internet. They are going to cut off the current Internet to go to the Space Force Controlled Quantum Internet. EBS is needed for many parts of this.

**I. Definitions: The Chinese Elders, Illuminati Bloodline Families, Cabal/Deep State or Black Hats, Global Alliance/Q Team or White Hats and BRICS.**

**The Chinese Elders** were composed of different multigenerational Chinese families living in the Philippines who over centuries, owned and held responsibility for around 90% of the world’s gold, lending it out to countries for establishment of their financial systems. There were five top Chinese Elders who were responsible for the Global Currency Reset and RV release of funds.

In **1914** the Illuminati Bloodline Families signed a 99 year lease on the Chinese Elder’s gold and then proceeded to illegally launder all of the US taxpayer monies through their privately owned Federal Reserve, IRS, Central Banks and corporations – Washington DC, City of London and the Holy See in Vatican City. That was the system changed with the Global Currency Reset.

**The Illuminati, Cabal, Deep State or Black Hats** gained their power over peoples of the globe by worshipping Satan through pedophilia and child sacrifice. The Cabal was composed of 13 Illuminati Bloodline Families including the Habsburg family. Below them were the Black Jesuit Pope Adolfo Nicolasand his six generals, Pope Francis and 350 personnel in the Vatican including former Jesuit Secretary General Peter Hans Kolvenbach. In turn the Jesuits were part of most governments and in cooperation with the Freemasons have infiltrated every intelligence agency in the world with Masonic leaders, making them puppets that carried out Jesuit orders. Other Cabal leaders were Mafia heads including Khazarian mob leaders, Klaus Schwab of the World Economic Fascists, royal families of Europe including Queen Elizabeth, the Netherlands and Spanish Royals. The Cabal extended to Benjamin Netanyahu and the Zionists, Globalist and Political Elites, Council on Foreign Relations, Bilderberger Group, Council of 300, UN, Council of Trent, Knights Templar, Knights of Columbus, Knights of Malta, CIA, FBI, NSA, ASIO, M15, M16, NCIS, FSB, DGSF and the Mossad.

**The Global Alliance or White Hats and Q Team** included 17 countries of Australia, France, Hungary, Germany, Poland, Romania, Spain, Netherlands, Norway, Russia, Finland, Sweden,
Denmark, Croatia, Canada, North Korea and the USA. Their Military included Stellar and QFS, Space Force, plus military intelligence in Arizona. The Supreme Commander of the Alliance was President Donald Trump who worked with Russian President Vladimir Putin, Chinese President Xi Jinping, Iraqi Prime Minister Mustafa Al-Kadhimi, India Prime Minister Narendra Modi, White Hats in the Department of Defense headed by Secty of Defense Chris Miller, Undersecty of Defense Intel Ezra Cohen Watnick and Gen. Michael T Flynn; Q force (composed of around 800 special ops who advise President Trump including Pentagon Generals Vice Chief John Hyten, US Marine Gen. David Berger, Chief of the Army Gen. James C. McConville, Chief of the Air Force Gen. Charles Q. Brown, Chief of Naval Operations Gen. Michael M. Gilday, Gen. James McConville, Gen. Paul Nakasone and Gen. Jay Raymond), QAnons (volunteer Patriots headed by Ezra Cohen-Watnick, General Flynn and JF Kennedy Jr, who is Q. JFK Sr. was believed to be Q+, although some say Q+ is Donald Trump), the National Security Agency headed by our present Acting US President Richard Grenell who, with the US under Martial Law, was running military operations in Washington DC and various militaries across the globe, including the international force authorized to make arrests in any country, Interpol.

**BRICS** was an alliance of the nations of Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa formed in 2008 after the so-called US “Mortgage Crisis.” In reality the crisis happened when the Cabal continued to print fiat US Dollars while being in bankruptcy and unable to even pay interest on gold borrowed from the Chinese Elders which backed that US Dollar, the basis for international trade. In the ensuing years since BRICS formed, they evaluated gold and resources of 209 nations in preparation for a Global Currency Reset. After the GCR all countries currencies would be at a 1:1 with each other instead of relying on the fiat US Dollar for international trade.

**J. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two multiple personalities,”** by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. **RAW: Dr. Colin Ross – Robert David Steele**

**Jenny Hill’s witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite:** [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrwdwg4](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrwdwg4)

WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped, tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic Worshippers. Perpetrators worshipping Satan appeared to be organized from the US Inc’s CIA, Queen Elizabeth’s, Illuminati Banking families’ and Vatican’s Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult on down to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded by this same Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the process of being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset. It’s no wonder that President Trump has stated, “These people are sick.”

**K. Satanic Holidays:**

**Help Save the Children: Dec. 22 Feast Day Winter Solstice and Dec. 24 High Grand Climax Da Meur Demon Revels** were the next major Satanic Holidays. They were celebrated with sexual orgies and blood sacrifice of male and/or female victims of any age, though Dec. 24 was always an additional torture and sacrifice of a male baby and his mother in a Nativity Scene.

**L. Save the Children Resources:**
Please help children and teens forced into this mind bending worship of Satan by reporting to legal entities any Satanic activities you observed, especially around your neighborhood. Since Satanists were known to infiltrate police departments, cover your tracks by also contacting U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE): [https://www.ice.gov/webform/hsi-tip-form](https://www.ice.gov/webform/hsi-tip-form) and the Federal Human Trafficking Website: [https://www.state.gov/humantrafficking/](https://www.state.gov/humantrafficking/)

**Called To Rescue**

A non-profit which rescues children who have been abused or trafficked


You Can Anonymously Report Trafficked and Abused Children

If you wished to join the effort in saving children from international sex trafficking, contact Tim Ballard at Operation Underground Railroad and/or the non-profit organization, Saving Innocence: [https://ourrescue.org/](https://ourrescue.org/)  [https://savinginnocence.org](https://savinginnocence.org)  [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FT4tmI8YxCU&feature=emb_rel_end](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FT4tmI8YxCU&feature=emb_rel_end)

If you have been affected by sexual abuse or violence, for help and support contact: US: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline 1-800-422-4453. UK: [BBC Action Line](https://www.bbc.co.uk/uk/actionline)

Europe:

USNCMEC Urgent victim help 24-Hour Hotline: 1-800-843-5678

Contact Interpol: [https://www.interpol.int/Contacts/Contact-INTERPOL](https://www.interpol.int/Contacts/Contact-INTERPOL)  [https://www.interpol.int/What-you-can-do/If-you-need-help](https://www.interpol.int/What-you-can-do/If-you-need-help)


Global:

Human Trafficking Hotline Numbers:
[https://www.abolishion.org/human Trafficking hotline numbers](https://www.abolishion.org/human Trafficking hotline numbers)

Human Trafficking Help and Resources: [https://trafficking.help/us/](https://trafficking.help/us/)

M. The Global Currency Reset and NESARA/GESARA was all about the Children

It's not about the money. It's about the children – the thousands of malnourished and traumatized children who in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world. The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking Ring run by these global elites. Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who were right now being rescued from Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32 mark: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs)

Judy Note: *I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and articles. The*
compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was rampant in our international society.

The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do their own research and decide whether or not it was valid.

I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several Dinar Websites. It is my understanding that by linking into the Safe Link Website it will generate a Non Disclosure Agreement to sign in order to obtain redemption/exchange appointments.

After signing that Non Disclosure I will be unable to email, post or talk to anyone about the exchange process for 90 days, so I will be going silent and taking those 90 days to get my humanitarian project organized and going.

This is not a goodbye. I expect to be working with many of you in the near future. I can’t tell you how much I have enjoyed getting to know you. You will remain in my heart forever.

A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown; to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel on pedophilia to help us Save the Children.

Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all.

Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy
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- [Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of December 17, 2021](#)
- Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of December 16, 2021
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- Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of December 15, 2021
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- Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of December 13, 2021
- [Restored Republic via a GCR as of December 13, 2021](#)
- Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of December 12, 2021
- [Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of December 12, 2021](#)
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